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How were the studies and the study situation at the host
university?

What leisure activities were
available?

I have studied almost similar subject to my course and the
university has wide facilities of lab.

Its lots of thing to do there some
great examples are Hiking,
Swimming, Skiing etc.

How was the living situation? (Campus / city/ …)
The city is very small, Everyone I mat was so kind and
welcoming, and was genuinely intrigued in me. Accommodation
is always reserved for Erasmus Student.
What advice(s) would you give to other students for everyday
life?
10000% recommend it! You will not regret it.... I am SURE.
What was your highlight of your exchange experience?
My Erasmus semester to Austria helped me grow, as I became
more independent, confident, and pushed myself outside of my
comfort zone

With today’s knowledge, would
you arrange your semester
abroad differently?
I met too many Spanish friend
and share the talk, for this I will
be grateful for the opportunity
that may be able to go to Spain,
to understand and experience
them.

"My time in Austria is something I will never forget. My Erasmus semester to Austria helped me grow, as
I became more independent, confident, and pushed myself outside of my comfort zone. I never thought
I would find such fun people who were so similar to me, we became so close in less than a few days or in
some cases a few minutes.
Everyone I mat is so kind and welcoming, and is genuinely intrigued in me. It has been the most amazing
year of my life, and it's an experience I'll never forget and hold on to forever. I made myself a second life
over there, with friends and a family and I know that will never change.
This experience is something that I will remember forever, and I am so grateful to have been given the
opportunity. I am thankful to ERASMUS+ for giving me an experience of a life time.”
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